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Abstract

It would be better if there was a way for users to easily create their own applications without low level coding.
The following are some example scenarios that illustrates how end-user creation of mobile health monitoring
applications could be beneficial. Suppose a person wants
to have an application on his mobile device coupled with
some sensors that would help keep track of how much time
he spends on physical activities. However, he wants something that is customizable and other additional functionalities not provided by the vendor. He could just use a
modeling tool that would allow him to easily create this
specialized application based on his wishes. Another useful application would be in a clinic that provides patients
with such health monitoring devices to keep track of specific aspects of their patients’ health and prevent complications. However, each patient is a unique case and an application tailor-made for each patient would be very helpful. In
this case, one of the doctor’s assistants would be assigned
to create these customized health monitoring applications
based on the patient’s needs and as instructed by the doctor. This would be like having some pharmacist concoct a
special medicine prescribed by the doctor for a certain patient. Another application is in the medical research field.
Some researches involve having test subjects wear some
non-invasive devices to monitor the subject’s activities or
temperature for instance, and have this collected data analyzed by the researchers (e.g. http://thewep.org). It would
be helpful for these researchers to have some tool that they
could use to create customized applications depending on
the experiments they have devised, and not constantly rely
on a programmer to create the application for them.
Having a modeling tool that would allow the easy creation of applications for mobile health monitoring would be
very useful for non-expert users who would like their own
custom made applications on their devices. It would be synonymous to the current WYSIWYG web page editors that
allows even non-experts in the field of programming, to create their own web pages.
This paper proposes a conceptual framework and process that would allow the simplification of developing ap-

This paper introduces a conceptual framework and process that aims to simplify the development of applications
for mobile devices. We specialize on the domain of health
monitoring by providing a whole system that would allow
people to model their own mobile health monitoring applications in a simplified manner without dealing with lowlevel coding themselves.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, there has been an increase in consciousness
on how people take care of their health. People have devised so many ways in order to stay fit and motivated by
trying to apply different technologies in helping them maintain good health. Examples of such technologies are monitoring devices such as the MOPET wearable system [4],
MPTrain Personal Trainer [6] and Nike+iPod Sports Kit [3]
that helps people be motivated in their exercise routines.
Other types of devices such as the Alive Technologies Heart
Monitor and Alive Pulse Oximeter [1] are mainly used by
people who are already suffering from specific ailments and
would want to avoid serious complications by closely monitoring specific aspects of their health. However, the problem
with such devices and their supporting applications is that
they already have predefined displays and functionalities. In
order to create a customized application with the information collected from these health monitoring sensors, frameworks have been created to allow easy access of information through API calls, and allow customized applications to
be created in specific devices (e.g. MobHealth Framework
[2]). Having these types of frameworks allows people to
easily access low level data that is sent by the sensors. However, another problem here is that, to achieve customization
by the users themselves, users should know some programming. They should know how to use the APIs provided by
these frameworks in order to create their own applications.
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plications for mobile health monitoring by applying modeldriven development (MDD), specifically the domain specific modeling approach (DSM)[5]. The process starts by
having a graphical model of the application which contains
specific constructs of the target domain which is mobile
health monitoring. This graphical model is then processed
by an intermediate framework which will decide how to interpret the model and transform this model to some specific
code based on a the target platform. Further details of our
approach will be discussed in the next section.

2. The Mobia Modeling Framework: Modeling
Mobile Health Applications
The Mobile Applications Modeling Framework (Mobia
Modeling Framework) aims to simplify the development of
mobile applications by applying the DSM approach. For
this particular project, we introduce a mobile health monitoring module in the mobia framework which allows the
easy creation of applications for mobile health monitoring.

Figure 2. The Process
Figure 2 shows an overview of the process of how an application in the Mobia framework is created. First, a graphical model is created using the Mobia Modeler Suite. This
graphical model is then passed on to the model mutator for
processing. Referring to figure 1, the model processor handles the interpretation and checking of the model. After it is
done processing the model, it then passes the information to
the model-code mapper. Inside the model-code mapper, the
information is first processed inside the frameworks mapper
module in which it contains a list of possible combinations
of frameworks that is used by a certain model to create an
application. For instance, if the application uses a certain
sensor device which provides some framework M to access
the data transmitted by this device, and then the framework
responsible for showing visualizations on the mobile device
is from some framework N, then the specific mapper containing such list of frameworks will invoke the code transformers for frameworks M and N. The code transformers
will then output the necessary code for the final application.

Figure 1. Overview of the Mobia Modeling
Framework
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